ALL#INCLUSIVE
SILVER AESTHETIC WELLNESS

FRANCHISING
Area min.35mq (3 Cabins)*Exclusive market area for 5000 people

N.1.Reception Effimera All -Inclusive
N.3.Furnishing Cabins
N.1.Cabin Device IPL Intensives Pulsed Light
N.1.Cabin Device Presso Massage
N.1. Cabin Aesthetic Equipment for Treatment &Nails
GOLD AESTHETIC WELLNESS

Area min.50mq (4 Cabins)*Exclusive market area for 15000 people

N.1.Reception Effimera All -Inclusive
N.4.Furnishing Cabins
N.1.Cabin Device IPL Effimera Intensives Pulsed Light - N.1.Cabin Device Presso Massage
N.1.Cabin Aesthetic Equipment for Treatment &Nails
DIAMOND AESTHETIC WELLNESS Area min.75mq (5 Cabins)*Exclusive market area for 25000 people

N.1.Reception Effimera All -Inclusive
N.5.Furnishing Cabins -

N1.Cabin Aesthetic Equipment for Treatment &Nails

N.1.Cabin Device IPL Effimera Intensives Pulsed Light - N.1 Cabin Device Radiofrequency - N.1.Cabin Device Presso Massage
N.1.Finnish Sauna cm 200x150
PLATINUM AESTHETIC WELLNESS Area min.95mq (7 Cabins)*Exclusive market area for 35000 people

N.1.Reception Effimera All -Inclusive
N.7.Furnishing Cabins- N1.Cabin Aesthetic Equipment &Nails
N.1.Cabin Device IPL Effimera Intensives Pulsed Light—N.1. Cabin Device Radiofrequency- N.1.Cabin Device Presso MassageN.1.Finnish Sauna cm 200x150- N.1.Hammam cm 200x200x240H - N.1 Jacuzzi Whirlpool cm 160x150

Design Project Included
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RECEPTION Effimera ALL-INCLUSIVE
RECEPTION DESK

:

Reception central element fixed with floor door planning, hole grommets, drawer with closing cushioned
and closure key, door shelf for objects.Fronts available
in 16 colors Skay. Cm 100x47x92H

LIQUID HEART MAKE UP
STARTING KIT 12PCS +DISPLAY

Stool made polyurethane skay in white base
with wheels chromed steel,variable height
with gas.
Shelf with three shelves made of wood

MASCARA MAKE UP

of plywood. Wenge’ colour

STARTING KIT 12 PCS +DISPLAY

Cm 52x37x128H

Shelf with three shelves made of wood

COSMETICS FACE LINE STARTING KIT 6PCS

of plywood. White colour
Cm 52x37x128H

COSMETICS BODY LINE STARTING KIT 6PCS

Sofa in skay cm 140

COSMETICS SPA LINE STARTING KIT 6PCS
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AESHETIC DEVICES Effimera # ALL-INCLUSIVE
CODE AR 53

EFFIMERA IPL CRYO TABLE TOUCH SCREEN

The EFFIMERA IPL TOUCH SCREEN CRYO apparatus is fitted with an ample 5.7"
graphic display which, enriched with touch-screen technology, makes humanmachine interaction simpler and offers easy acces to the various applications
which can be set. The interface with icons and the graphic animations guide
the operator step-by-step, considerably simplifying the programming procedu-

LASER HAIR REMOVAL R
800W 808 NM 40J

EFFIMERA AR 75 HP

The spot surface of the spot has a size of 11x11mm so
treatment can be performed at high speed. The sophisticated crystal cooling system integrated in the handpiece allows to operate with values of professional
fluency, thus preserving the integrity of the skin and
the Risk of burns, achieving highly performing and comfortable results for the customer.

re. Each single treatment parameter can be programmed simply at the

"touch" of a finger.
EFFIMERA IPL TOUCH SCREEN CRYO uses a XENON 500w power lamp which can supply up maximum
to 26J/cm2. The handle provided allows treatment of an area of about 13 cm2, reducing the lenght of the
sessions and, therefore, the number of flashes required to complete the treatment. Thanks to it being
highly tolerated and to its efficacy, the IPL photodepilation treatment can be applied to most body areas,
both women and on men. In fact, in a few minutes it is possible to depilate very wide areas or, with the
help of an area reducer, optimally put the finishing touches to circumscribed areas, such as the upper lip or
the chin area. On completion of the depilation sessionm the fallen hairs can be removed with a spatula, a
small brush or using tonic to cleanse the part treated, whereas the remaining down will fall out spontaneously within one or two days.

CODE AR 56 EFFIMERA RF IN- ACTION
TOUCH SCREEN+ TABLE CASE
EFFIMERA IN-ACTION RF Monopolar
CODE AR64+32.1 EFFIMERA AIR PRESSOMASS + LEGS BANDS
The new interface intoduced in EFFIMERA AIR PRESSOMASS,which exploit the innovative graphic display,
guides the operator step by step, thereby considerably simplifiyng the programming procedure. The electronic control of the various functions shown on the display is managed by a microprocessor which guarantees
great versatility. In fact, it is possible to programme each individual parameter on the treatment, i.e. the
inflation time, the pressure in the various sectors, as well as the inflation and deflation sequence of the
latter. Setting can be carried out manually or by using preset and stored programmes.
The pressure of each individual output is controlled by a pressure sensor. Furthermore, EFFIMERA AIR PRESSOMASS is fitted with a safety device which intervenes when there are excessive pressure in the pneumatic
circuit.

is high-tech apparatus which exploits RG energy, i.e. selective thermolysis for aesthetic purposes, which
stimulates the metabolism to renew existing collagen and to produce new collagen. the heat generated
passes through the surface of the skin and accumulates in the deepest epidermal layers. The main benefit
of this type of heat is that it skips the external layer of the skin in order to prevent surface damage.
The technique used allows a "lifting effect" to be obtained, ideal for treating wrinkles, slack skin, cellulite
and localised adiposity.
The special feature of EFFIMERA IN-ACTION RF is the use of the bipolartreatment method - a non-invasive
technique which, however, obtains the results of a "surgical scalpel". The handles are fitted with a nocontact electronic sensor, aimed at constantly "reading" the variation in temperature of the area treated..
The supply of energy is cut off once the value set is reached

so as to avoid any possible

scalds.
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CABINS FURNISHING # ALL-INCLUSIVE

Massage bed plywood,mattress with shaped profile, hole
facial, neck support pillow with vinyl white and roll holder shelf
for products Cm 185x71x77

Mini-Cabinet with sink and provision for Mixer+door with shelf.
Made of melamine in various essences.
Single lever with high leverage
clinic for Sink, height mouth

Trolley with three shelves made
plywood. Wooden shelves.

200mm. Italian production.
Cm 68x46x82

Cm 50x37x80H

Shelf three shelves made

plywood.
Cm 48x37x150H
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CABIN AESTHETIC EQUIPMENT FOR TREATMENT &NAILS #ALL-INCLUSIVE
EFFIMERA LAMP ON PEDESTAL
Lamp with magnifying lens made of 3 diopter bi-convex
glass and white pedestal.

AVAILABLE DIFFERENT COLOURS

CODE AR07.1 EFFIMERA TABLE VAPORISER
The apparatus is used for preparation of deep facial cleansing
treatment, exploiting the dilatory effect of the steam, can be
aromatised enriched

CODE AR64 EFFIMERA WAX HEATER PROF 400
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Effimera Wax Heater Prof 400 Accessories Power Cord, ,cover
Technical data: Voltage -240V Power 50W

N.1 Manicure table with vacuum,shaped top made plywood, steel legs
Includes two drawers oval.
N.2 Stool made polyurethane skay in white base with wheels chromed steel,
variable height with gas.
N.1 Adjustable lamp frame chrome and white light.
N.1 STARTING KIT NAILS PRODUCT 18 set 18 pcs.

CODE AR68EFFIMERA SET 3 SUPPORT& 3 REFILS
Technical data: Voltage -240V Power 50W
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ADVERTISING SUPPORT #ALL-INCLUSIVE

1 PCS ROLL-UP

2000 pcs FLYER

Design Project Included

1 PCS STRIP ROLL-UP
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WELLNESS SPA #ALL-INCLUSIVE

HAMMAM Cm 200x200x240H

SPA CITY (2 + 2 SEATER LOUNGE)

Complete with door, lights, sound,
steam humidifier, internal finishing Mosaique Standard

CHROMOTHERAPY, Electric Heater

CM. 160 X 150
20 jets
Control panel LED
ClearRay ™
Pump 1 speed
Recirculation pump
skimmer Float
Draining Shell

FINNISH SAUNA Cm 200x150x200H
Complete with door, light, audio, stove
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FRANCHISING Effimera SERVICE

FREE ROYALTIES and FEE

With the affiliation to the brand Effimera Beauty Wellness Spa ,
we plan to market in a practical, effective and with continuos technological innovation .
Market analysis customer requirements, management and marketing of the new opening center, promotion tools&devices and management are the foundation of our consolidated brand franchise.
It is our fundamental target get from our customers, recognizing high professionality in aesthetic sector beauty&wellness treatment.

Our ideal partners:
Beautician would like starting in own activity, businessman and his person referenced in the technical management with professional qualified.
In terms of investment, the group Effimera uses conventions with operating lease and financial institutions that will support the economic investment of the
business project.
The Effimera ideal Partners must have good relationship with customers,skills with the public, opening excellent motivation,

Organization:
We provide: Technical assistance permanent, commercial assistance&promotion and corporate image of the brand Effimera
Start&Opening: Check the local commercial, design and technical support, Training and Team Owner,

Commercial Business Plan .Support to the best financing.
Communication activities, control tools for marketing,
Affiliation with the web-site Effimera Beauty Welness Spa and his social networks Partners.
Available production,of your new website and social network.

EFFIMERA STORE

BEAUTY WELLNESS SPA

www.effimera.eu

www.effimera.store

www.effimera.cloud
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